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Abstract. Let o1 = 1= )r and {.1"} (, = 1,2,3,...) a sequence of real numbers with
|fc1 \na1-)" S c (c> L is aconstant). Let {4"} (n= 1,2,3,...) be anysequence ofcomplex
numbers satisfying

,o >:"Dlo"l') dlexp (-ftffi)
for all c ) oo(ä) where .4, d1,d2 arc positive constants. Suppose that f'(s) = ![r(o"],-")
(a>,4+10)canbecontinuedanalyticallyin(o> L-6,T<t<27)andtheremaxl.F,(s)l<?1,
where ,4. and ö are positive constants with 0 < 6 < ä (Å may be the same as before). Let
0<e<1andD=D(e)=D(e,c,d1,d2,A,6)asuitableconstantdependingontheparameters
indicated. Then it is proved that F(s) has at least ?1-" zeros in the rectangle

(D')
t" > å losros",r st s2r j

provided T exceeds a large constant.

ON THE ZEROS OF A CLASS OF GENERALISED
DIRICHLET SERIES-VII

1. Introduction

(1) ((, ) -»
n:L

("-' - 1,"*' 
u-' d") 1+_'s-1

It is well-known that ((s) has infinity of zeros with o : |. (Here ample use is
made of the functional equation for ((s) ). But a proof that ((s) has infinity of
zeros in o > f,, a proof which does not use the functional equation is not known.
As such a good generalisation of this fact to Dirichlet series F(s) more general
than ((s) is not known. For example consider .F'o(r) : »:, ((-1)"U") where
)r :1 and 1/c S År+r-), ( c where c ) 1 isaconsta^nt. Thisisclearlyanalytic
in o ) 0 and we do not know how to prove that Fo(s) has infinity of zeros in
o > l. With these problems in view R. Balasubramanian and K. Ramadrandra
undertook some investigations in the earlier papers of this series. An example
of some elegance discovered by them is the following theorem (for more general
results see the earlier papers of the series viz. [R] r , [R]z , [BR], , [BR]3 , [R]3 and

lBRln ).
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Theorern 1. Let X(") (n - 1,2,3,...) be any sequence
with », S, X@) - O(1). Then the number of zeros of ((s)

0<6< + is

of complex numbers
+ »L, x(n)n-" in
constant subject to

(2) >Tlog7.

In this paper I consider the series

(3)

where 04: 1, Å1 : 1,

oo

r,(r)_ » a,,\n'
n:l

(4) 1
t, » lo,l'zdrE*p(-#.ml

n1r

dq ) 0, d2 ) 0 being positive constants. Further I assume that la, | ( nÅ and that
,F(s) hasanalyticcontinuationin (o >+-6,7 <t S2T) andhere lflr;l < fA
where,4. and 6 are positive constants (with 0 < 6 < |) and T > T0(A,6). I
prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2.
a suitable constant
To(€, c,, dt, dz, A, 6) .

(5) #,,r1tszr\.

Then .F,(r) has at least TL-' zeros in the rectangle

I
2

In pa,rticular this theorem is true for the function .F'o(s) stated in the introduction.
It is also true of the function of Theorem 1.

2. ProofofTheorem 2.

The proof can be broken up conveniently into a few lemmas. I assume that
T ) To (a consta^nt which may depend on other constants). I need the condition
(4) only from Lemma 10 onwards. We write 7r for any number between f + H
and 2T - H.

Lemma L. Let a > 6 and R: R(H,a) denote the rectangle (o ) a,Tt -
H < t < \*H). Let F(s) be as above and continuable analyticilly in R(H,a-6)
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andhere l.F,(")l <7A. Furtherlet F(s)10 in R(H,a). Thenfort:Tt in
R(H,a) we have

(6) -/,ffi *"* [r,r*{A;fra.-r}] =,"rlrr"ll < /,bffi,
and

(7) largr(s)l <A.#ä,
provided if > n ) A5logloglog?. (Here A1,Az,,At,Aa, and A5 a,re suitable
constants depending on A,6 and c. Also a can depend on T and H ).

Proof. See the appendix in [RS].

Lemma 2. In (o ) a * (loglogT)-', Tr - H I t I Tr * H) we have

(8) llogr(s)l =rr#ä,
provided t : Tt and H ) A5 log log log ?.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 1..

Lemma 3. Let z : r * iy be a complex variable subject to lrl < f,. fnen

(e) lExp ((sin ,)\l <{31r*n*p tyt)-, 'r":, riiJ_,

Remark. This important function viz. Exp ((sinz)2) was introduced and
used extensively by me in my earlier papers.

Proof. The proof is really simple. See for example Lemma 2.L of. [BR]1 for a
proof.

Lemma 4. Let 0< 6 < f,, n ) ATloglog?, dt : e- 6, az : ot-
(t0D)/(loglog?), ds : a, where At is a large positive constant. Then for
r, - *H <, < T + iH we have uniformlv,

(10) lp@r+,r)l s looo("A)" (r., (o,ffi;;'-',
(where p : L0D6-r(loglog?)-r ) and so, by maximum modu]us principle, the
same holds uniformly for a2 replaced by *ry o ) q - (10D)/(loglog?) and
r,,-lH<r<\+lH.
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Proof. Put s6 : qz * it a^nd (for a complex variable ur),

(11) P(.) : x--"o F(w) E"p (sin2(to - "o)),
X being a positive parameter. Apply maximum modulus principle to the rectangle

(12)

We have

(13) lr(ro)l - lr(ro)l

< 2{, Lo D /rosrog ? 
(

+2TA(x' + x-6)

x-6rA*Exp(ffi) ))
.z(E*p E*p +)

Choosing X by X6 : ?ÄExp ((-arlog")/(loglog")) we obtain the first re-
sult. Since .F(s) : O(1) when the real part of s is large and also lf'(")l < 7e
(in the relevant rectangle) the second result follows from the first by a'similar
application of the maximum modulus principle. We have to use the function
p"p (( sir(z/B))2) (where B is a large constant) in the proof.

Lemma 5. (Borel-Caratheodory Theorem). Suppose f(z) is analytic in
l, - rol 1 R and on lz - zol : R we have Re/(z) I tl . Then in lz - zsl < r < R,
we have,

(14)

Proof. See page 174 of [T].

Lemma 6. Let ca ) a{(loglogT)-r, so I o,alit, Tr-iH < , < \+iH .

consider circles of radius B : 11D(loglog T)-' ur,d r : 10D(loglog?)-1 botå
withcentre s6. ?åenin (o > a-9D(loglog?)-1 , Tt-iU <t<-Tt+f,H) we
have

( 15)

provided that in (o
r(r) * 0.

Proof. Follows from the fact that both r(.R - ,)-, and (r? + r)(.R - r)-1 are
o(1). we take /(z) to be logll(z). This proves the lemma. (of course we have
written z for s for the purposes of application of Borel-Caratheodory's theorem
in the notation of Lemma 5. But this should not cause confusion.)

I tos r(r) I - o (D los ?(1og los 
")-'),
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Lemma 7. Let /a > 0 be an a.rbitrary constant which is frxed independent

of D. Put o2: d- A6(logtog?)-r. Thenin (o: o2,rT-(lll)H <, S
Tt + (Ll')H) *d so in (o Z oz,Tr - (116)H 1t l Tr + (1/6)rr) , we have,

los F(" + it) - O (O"-DI los ?(1og los 
")-') 

,

where,\ > 0 isaconstantindependentof D,provided .F,(s) l0 in (o>o-
(l0D)/(loglog?), Tr - H 1 t l Tt+ II) .

Proof. We apply convexity argument to the three lines o : ot : ot -
9D(loglog?)-1 , o: o2: ot -.4s(loglog?)-' and a - 03: B (where B > 0

is such that for o > B we have llogf(s)l < 2). Let s6 : oz * it (with
T - (715)H <, < 7r + (1/5)I/) and

(16)

( 17) ,h@) - X.'|)-so (log F(*)) E*p (rir'

where B > 0 is alargeconstant. Choosethe rectangle (o1 1o 1o3)TL-iU <
t 71+ iH). We get as in the proof of Lemma 4

(18) llosr'(se)l <r,(ffi)" r'"

where Cr and C2 are positive constants independent of D and

03-02
( 1e)

Since 01

(20)

03-01

we have

0t: and 0z: oz - ot
03-01

llosr(,,)l s csD(ffi) "

where h 1 t - Co(D + O(t))(log log ?)-r . Thus the first part of the lemma is
proved. The second part follows by a similar application of the maximum modulus
principle.

Collecting, we have,

Lemma 8. Let F(s) *0 in (o, o-(10D)/(loglog?),Tt-H <, <
TL + H) and let Aa be any positive constant independent of D. Then, we have,

i" (" > 02: d -,46(lo9log?)-1, T - H16 <t <Tt+ H16) the inequalitv

(zL) lrogr(s)l =ffi
where e is an arbitrary constant subject to 0 ( € 17, provided O : D(e).
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Lemma 9. Let H - T' and Then for o - 02 t we have,

(22) lr(r)l'dr Z cs » lo, l'n-'o
nlc6H

Proof. It is possible to prove what we want i.e. a result weaker than (22) in
a simpler way but in order to reduce the length of the present paper we refer the
reader to the third main theorem in [BR]1 .

Lemma 1O. Cåoose Ae :Zdz then

a-+
1 fT''- H l6

n Jr,-H t6

(23)
r,-ärg, lull(o'+it)l >E*P (a"ffi) '

Proof. Thivially by the condition (4), the square root of the right ha^nd side
of (22) is

) Exp (ffi -|o,rffil ) Exp ("##)' r*o (*'ffi)
The lemma is completely proved.
Now (21) and (23) contradict each other if e is a small positive constant. This

proves that if H : T' every recta^ngle (o ,_ L, - 10D/(loglo1T),lt -\l S H)
contains a zero of f'(s). This proves Theorem 2 completely.

Added in proof. (i) R. Balasubramanian and myself have proved some general
results,regarding the zeros ofa class ofgeneralised Dirichlet series in the rectangle

@ >i -Cg(loglogf)3/2(logT)-rlz,T <t <27) where Co is alargepositive
constant depending on the Dirichlet series. The results are not too generall but
they cover functions like those referred to in Theorem 1. The lower bound for the
number of zeros is ) ?(tog log 7)-1 .

(ii) we have also proved (using the expression (1) for ((s) and also the Eu-
ler product for ((s)) that ((s) has ) ?(logloglog?)-t zeros in (1" - ål S
Co(loglog 7)(log T)-',7 < t 3 2T) .

For the results (i) and (ii) see our papers VIII and IX with the same title as
the present one in pages 21-33 and 33-43 of Hardy-Ramanujan Journal 14, 1gg1.
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